CARYOCHROITE, A NEW HETEROFLYSILICATE MINERAL SPECIES RELATED TO NAFERTISITE, FROM THE LOVOZERO MASSIF, KOLA PENINSULA, RUSSIA
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ABSTRACT
Caryochroite, a new mineral species, ideally (Na,Sr)3(Fe3+,Mg)10[Si2O37](H2O,O,OH)17, is monoclinic, with cell parameters a 16.47, b 5.303, c 24.39 Å, $\beta$ 93.5°, Z = 2. It was collected on the dumps of the Umbozero mine, Mount Alluaiv, Lovozero massif, Kola Peninsula, Russia. It is associated with albite, elpidite, epididymite, quartz, natrolite, pyrite, galena, sphalerite and bitumen. Caryochroite is the product of the supergene alteration of an unidentified Fe2+-rich protophase; it forms centimetric crusts. Physical properties: submicrometric {001} lamellae, [010] elongate; opaque; hazel-brown color; pale brownish yellow streak; dull to waxy luster; hardness, 2½; good {001} cleavage; Dmeas 2.990 g cm$^{-3}$; biaxial (−), $\alpha$ <1.700, $\beta$ 1.745, $\gamma$ 1.775, 2Vmeas 75°; pleochroism: $X = Y$ (dark brown) > $Z$ (brown). The name refers to the color. Chemical data from electron microprobe, wet-chemical analysis for Fe and thermal analysis (9.17 wt% loss at 800°C); Mössbauer spectroscopy shows major Fe$^{3+}$ and minor Fe$^{2+}$; the empirical formula is (Na 1.19Sr0.62Ca0.41Mn0.35K0.26)/2.83 (Fe$^{3+}$7.98Mg1.15Mn0.49Fe$^{2+}$0.38)/10.00 (Ti1.87Fe$^{3+}$0.13)/2.00 (Si11.74Al0.26)/12.00 O54.10H20.40. The spacing (Å) and intensity (%) of the strongest six lines of the X-ray powder-diffraction pattern are: 14.1(20), 13.3(30), 12.1(100), 4.38(10), 2.692(12), and 2.631(13). The cell parameters, X-ray powder-diffraction pattern, chemical composition and infrared spectrum suggest that caryochroite is the second heterophyllosilicate based on a nafertisite-type HOH layer. We evaluate the role of caryochroite and associated titano- and zirconosilicates as catalysts of the in situ formation of bitumen.
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SOMMAIRE
La caryochroïte, nouvelle espèce minérale de composition idéale (Na,Sr)3(Fe$^{3+}$,Mg)10[Si2O37](H2O,O,OH)17, est monoclinique, avec paramètres réticulaires a 16.47, b 5.303, c 24.39 Å, $\beta$ 93.5°, Z = 2. On l’a trouvée dans les haldes de la mine Umbozero, mont Alluaiv, complexe de Lovozero, péninsule de Kola, en Russie. Lui sont associés albite, elpidite, epididymite, quartz, natrolite, pyrite, galène, sphalérite et bitume. La caryochroïte résulte d’une altération supergène d’un précursore méconnu riche en Fe$^{3+}$; elle se présente en croûtes centimétriques. Propriétés physiques: lamelles submicrométriques (001), allongement selon [010], opaque, couleur brun bistre, rayure jaune brunâtre pâle, éclat mat ou cireux, dureté 2½, clivage (001) assez bon.
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INTRODUCTION

In this paper, we report the occurrence and characterize the new mineral species caryochroite, ideally (Na,Sr)$_3$(Fe$^{3+}$,Mg)$_{10}$[Ti$_2$Si$_{12}$O$_{37}$](H$_2$O,OH)$_{17}$. The species and mineral name have been approved by the IMA Commission on New Minerals and Mineral Names (IMA 2005–031). The name caryochroite is taken from the Greek καρυόχροο (nut) and χρώμα (color) and recalls its hazel-brown color. The type material is labeled 3313/1 and deposited in the Fersman Mineralogical Museum of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia.

Caryochroite likely represents the second layered titanosilicate species with a crystal structure based on a nafertisite-type layer. The objective of proving a close relationship between caryochroite and nafertisite has been reached by combining experimental data with the theory of the modular structures (cf. Ferraris et al. 2004). The main experimental data have been obtained by X-ray powder-diffraction (XRPD), electron-microprobe chemical analyses, Mössbauer and infrared (IR) absorption spectra, and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Owing to the morphology of caryochroite, consisting of aggregates of very thin lamellae, no studies based on single-crystal X-ray diffraction were possible.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

The characterization of nafertisite, a rare titanosilicate first reported from the Khibina hyperaragonitic massif, in the Kola Peninsula, Russia (Khomyakov et al. 1995) and later from the Igalko nepheline syenite complex, in South Greenland (Petersen et al. 1999), prompted Ferraris et al. (1996, 1997) to correlate a group of titanium silicates whose structures are based on phyllosilicate-like layers and to define the polysomatic series of the heterophyllosilicates. With reference to a TOT phyllosilicate layer, a row of Ti polyhedra periodically substitutes for a row of disilicate tetrahedra (silicate diorthogroups) in the T sheet of tetrahedra in members of the heterophyllosilicate series, whereas the O sheet of octahedra is maintained. Thus HOH layers are obtained, where $H$ stands for hetero to indicate the presence of rows of 5- or 6-coordinated Ti (or replacing cations) in the $T$ sheet of the layer silicates. The slice of the HOH layer containing rows of Ti polyhedra in its $H$ sheet is conventionally called bafertisite-type module.

As summarized by Ferraris et al. (1997), depending on the periodicity of the hetero substitution and ignoring some minor topological features (cf. Németh et al. 2005), three types of HOH layers are known so far (cf. Ferraris & Gula 2005).

(\text{HOH})_B \text{ bafertisite-type}: A bafertisite-type module alone is periodically repeated; more than 30 minerals are based on this layer and belong to the so-called bafertisite mero-plesiotype series (Ferraris et al. 2001).

(\text{HOH})_A \text{ astrophyllite-type}: Relative to the (\text{HOH})_B layer, a one-chain-wide mica-like module $M$ is inserted in an astrophyllite-type layer between two bafertisite-type modules. About ten minerals are based on this layer and form an isomorphous series (Piilonen et al. 2003a, b). Presumably, evevlogite (Men’shikov et al. 2003) is based on the same layer.

(\text{HOH})_N \text{ nafertisite-type}: Relative to the (\text{HOH})_B layer, two one-chain-wide mica-like modules $M$ are inserted in a (\text{HOH})_N nafertisite-type layer between two bafertisite-type modules. Only nafertisite $\{\text{Na,K,Fe}_{3+}\text{Fe}^{3+},\text{Mg}_{10}[\text{Ti}_2\text{Si}_{12}\text{O}_{37}](\text{O,OH})_{17}\}$ has been described so far, based on this layer (Fig. 1; Ferraris et al. 1996). The new species caryochroite belongs to this type.

OCCURRENCE

Specimens of caryochroite were collected on dumps transported from the hydrothermal zone of the Elpiditovy pegmatite of the Umbozero mine at Mount Alluaiv, in the northwestern sector of the Lovozero massif, Kola Peninsula, Russia. This pegmatite is a tube-like formation situated among rocks of the differentiated complex (foyaites and urtites) and has been described by Pekov (2000), who mentioned an “undetermined ferroan hydrosilicate” intercalated with epidote. In small cavities and fissures of the albite zone in the pegmatite, spheroids of caryochroite overgrow...
albite, quartz, pyrite and epididymite. In the central large cavity of the pegmatite, caryochroite forms large massive crusts on, and intercalated with, elpidite. Associated minerals are: albite, elpidite, epididymite, quartz, natrolite, pyrite, galena, sphalerite, bitumen.

Caryochroite is the product of supergene alteration (oxidation and dehydration) of a Fe^{3+}-rich protophase locally known as “amorphous greenish grey mineral” for which a satisfactory characterization is not yet available. This phase is unstable: after contact with air, its dark green color changes rapidly to brown because of oxidation of the iron. The protophase has been noted in the core of massive samples of caryochroite extracted from a depth of about 0.5 m in 2002 and 2003, but soon it transformed to caryochroite. Holotype and cotype specimens collected at the same time (1991) and preserved at room conditions are completely oxidized and do not contain relics of the protophase.

Spheroids of bitumen are included in caryochroite and overgrow both it and elpidite. The presence of bitumen and pyrite are indicative of reducing conditions, which in situ stabilize the Fe^{2+}-rich caryochroite protophase. Spatial relationships among the species show that protophase formed at a low-temperature hydrothermal stage, possibly from stagnant meteoric waters filling the central cavity of the pegmatite. The order of crystallization of the main minerals is: albite, natrolite, elpidite, caryochroite protophase.

**Appearance and Physical Properties**

Caryochroite spherules are millimetric and form crusts up to 5 × 5 × 0.2 cm (Fig. 2) [and even up one meter in the original pegmatite, according to Igor V. Pekov (pers. commun.)] within cavities and on the surface of albite; the concretion-like morphology is inherited from the protophase and does not show zoning. Some larger (more than 10 cm in size) cork-like masses contain clusters of thin needles of elpidite (up to 4 cm long). Single crystals are observable only by electron microscopy (Fig. 3; see below).

Caryochroite is opaque and shows a dull to waxy luster; its megascopic color is hazel brown; the streak is pale brownish yellow. No fluorescence was observed. The Mohs hardness of the aggregates is 2.5. The mineral shows a good {001} cleavage, no parting, and a conchoidal fracture; aggregates are ductile. The measured density (suspension in aqueous solution of Clerici liquid) is 2.990(5); on the basis of the cell parameters and chemical composition given below, the calculated density is 3.076 g/cm³. The smaller value of the measured density is related to the presence of micrometric cavities in the grains of caryochroite.

At a wavelength of 589 nm, caryochroite is biaxial (−), with α < 1.700, β 1.745(5) and γ 1.775(5), 2V_{meas} 75(10)°. From the measured values of β, γ and 2V, a value of 1.687 is calculated for α. The orientation is: Y // x and Z // y, i.e., β and γ are in the plane (001). The values of the X ∧ z angle and of α could not be measured because the lamellae are very thin. No dispersion has been observed because the mineral is dark brown in thin section. Pleochroism: X = Y > Z, with Z brown, X and Y dark brown.

**Chemical Composition of Caryochroite**

The information on the chemical composition and the crystal-chemical characteristics of caryochroite have been obtained by several methods. In particular, the presence of major Fe^{3+} and only minor Fe^{2+} and the structural relationship with nafertisite have been established by Mössbauer and infrared (IR) absorption spectroscopy.

**Infrared absorption spectroscopy**

The IR spectrum of caryochroite (Fig. 4) shows bands at the following wavenumbers (cm⁻¹): s: strong, w: weak, sh: shoulder): 3510 s, 3405 s, 3250 sh, 1630, 1420 w, 1023 s, 981 s, 940 s, 765 w, 667, 570 sh, 443 s. The maximum at 3510 cm⁻¹ tends to become a shoulder at about 3500 cm⁻¹ in samples kept in the laboratory. However, in all samples, the integral intensity of the broad band at 3405 cm⁻¹ is much higher than the intensity of the band in the range 3500–3510 cm⁻¹, i.e., H₂O strongly prevails over OH⁻. The presence of CO₂ is not shown by the IR spectrum.

**Thermal analysis**

DTA and TGA analyses (Fig. 5) have been performed in the interval of temperature 20–1000°C on 420 mg of caryochroite, at a heating rate of 10°C per minute in a nitrogen atmosphere. The corresponding curves show two endothermic effects; a broad one in the interval 100–490°C, with a maximum at 240°C, and a sharper one in the interval 490–600°C, with a maximum at 505°C. The DTA curve presents also three small exothermic effects, at temperatures higher than 700°C, which likely are due to recrystallization processes; the largest of these effects leads to the peak at 770°C. The weight loss of 1.31% in the range 20–100°C is attributed to surface-adsorbed water and is not taken into account in the chemical composition (Table 1); the 7.50 (100–490°C) and 1.67 wt.% losses (490–800°C), for a total of 9.17 wt.%, are attributed to molecular H₂O and hydroxyl groups, respectively.

**Mössbauer spectroscopy**

Figure 6 shows the Mössbauer spectrum of caryochroite. It has been collected at room temperature in transmission mode on a 100 mg sample with a mean particle-size of 0.05 mm using a ⁵⁷Co (Cr matrix) source, with a constant-acceleration MS–1104EM spectrometer. The spectrum could be unambiguously
fitted with two Lorentzian quadrupole doublets for Fe\(^{3+}\) and one for Fe\(^{2+}\). The values of the isomer shifts and quadrupole splittings (Table 2) show that all the Fe occupies differently distorted octahedral sites. From the areas of the fitted doublets, we infer that Fe\(^{2+}\) represents about 7(2) % of the total iron, a value to be compared with that of 15% obtained by wet-analysis (see below). Presumably, the significant difference is related to the different method of preparation of the samples.

**Chemical composition**

We have analyzed caryochroite with an energy-dispersion spectrometer (EDS) and an electron microprobe (JSM 5300 Link ISIS) operating at 25 kV and <1 nA; each of five point-analyses was taken over a scanned area of 2000 × 1500 μm. The Fe\(^{3+}\) and Fe\(^{2+}\) contents have been determined by wet-chemical analysis (Table 1). A chemical analysis by X-ray fluorescence (results not reported) showed wt.% values very close to those found with the electron microprobe.

By analogy with nafertisite (see Discussion), the following empirical formula is obtained from the data of Table 1 on the basis of Si + Al = 12 atoms per formula unit (apfu):

\[
\begin{align*}
(Na_{1.19}Sr_{0.62}Ca_{0.41}Mn_{0.35}K_{0.26})^{2.83}Fe_{7.98}^{3+}Mg_{1.15}Mn_{0.49}Fe_{0.38}^{2+}Ti_{1.87}Fe_{0.13}^{3+}O_{54.10}H_{20.40}.
\end{align*}
\]

As both IR and thermal analysis data show H\(_2\)O largely dominant over OH, a nafertisite-type formula for
Caryochroite can be idealized as (Na, Sr)₃(Fe³⁺, Mg)₁₀[Ti₂Si₁₂O₃₇](H₂O, O, OH)₁₇.

**Crystallographic Data**

With a transmission electron microscope (Philips CM12), we are able to show that single crystals have dimensions of about 0.1 × 1.0 μm only and appear as {001} lamellae, which are developed along their [010] direction (Fig. 3). The (hk0) selected-area electron-diffraction (SAED) patterns (not reported) show mm symmetry and allow us to obtain approximate values of the a and b cell parameters, which have been used to index the X-ray powder-diffraction pattern (Table 3). From this pattern, the following refined unit-cell parameters have been obtained: a 16.47(2), b 5.303(6), c 24.39(3) Å, β 93.5(2)°, V 2126 Å³. The monoclinic cell contains two formula units (Z = 2) with the composition given below. The value of the compatibility index [1 – (Kᵣ/Kₑ)] is 0.042 (good) with Dₑₘₐₑ = 2.990 and 0.015 (superior) for Dₑₐₑₚ = 3.076.

**Discussion**

The overall aspect of the X-ray powder-diffraction pattern of caryochroite, which is dominated by one strong peak at low angles, the values of cell parameters, and the silicate part of the chemical composition are features comparable with those of the titanosilicate nafertisite (Ferraris et al. 1996, Khomyakov et al. 1995) and sepiolite (Brauner & Preisinger 1958) (Table 4).

On the basis of the following discussion, the infrared spectrum (Fig. 4) of caryochroite favors a relationship to nafertisite more than to sepiolite. For aluminosilicates with an anion stoichiometry SiₓAlₓOₓ₂, Chukanov (1995) proposed the following correlation between the weighted average frequency <νₛᵢₒ>(cm⁻¹) of the Si–O-stretching vibrations and the parameter t = z(x + y/2)⁻¹:

<νₛᵢₒ> = (337.8t + 1827)(0.6428t + 1)⁻¹.

Note that as defined, the parameter t increases with a decrease in the mean number of vertices shared between the SiO₄ tetrahedra, because the coefficient z increases in the stoichiometric formula of the anion. The continuous sheet of tetrahedra in sepiolite implies that each tetrahedron shares three vertices with other tetrahedra: thus, t = 2.5 is obtained. Instead, in nafertisite, the sheet of tetrahedra is interrupted by the insertion of Ti-bearing octahedra (Fig. 1). Consequently, t is equal to 2.83. For both caryochroite and nafertisite, the measured value of <νₛᵢₒ> is 990 cm⁻¹, close to the value of 987 cm⁻¹ calculated for the anion Si₁₂O₃₄ (t = 2.83). Instead, in sepiolite-type minerals, the measured (νₛᵢₒ) value is in
O' (bonded to Ti) and O" (belonging to the O sheet of octahedra only) can be O, OH, F or H₂O; the 34 atoms of oxygen in the Si₁₂O₃₄ group are bonded to Si. In comparison with the expected formula, the given idealized formula of caryochroite shows 17 O" instead of 6 O", with O" representing (H₂O,O,OH). Reasonably, the content of hydrogenated oxygen atoms exceeding 6 O" can be accommodated in the interlayer of a nafertisite-like structure (Fig. 1). Following the analogy with the expected formula and findings in other heterophyllosilicates (e.g., Ferraris & Gula 2005), a minor part of Fe³⁺ has been indicated as replacing Ti in the empirical formula of caryochroite given above. The total Mn has instead been distributed between the O sheet and the interlayer, because crystal-chemically, Mn²⁺ can behave as Ca, which is a typical interlayer cation in heterophyllosilicates.

The area of the ab base in caryochroite (87.18 Å²) is slightly larger than that in nafertisite (86.60 Å²), in spite of the fact that the O sheet is occupied by smaller cations (Fe³⁺) in the new mineral (Table 4). However, a realistic comparison should take into account also the thickness of the O sheets, which is unknown in caryochroite, and the ionic radii of the anions, which in nafer-
tisite are in part (OH)–, whereas in caryochroite they are mainly O2– to compensate the presence of Fe 3+.

**CONCLUSIONS**

The preservation of traces of the protophase in samples collected at some depth and their rapid disappearance at laboratory conditions show that, at the natural conditions of lower temperature and higher humidity, the transformation protophase \(\rightarrow\) caryochroite is very slow. As a function of the freshness of the sample, a modification of the IR absorption band in the interval 3500–3510 cm\(^{-1}\), which is due to stretching of weakly hydrogen-bonded (OH)– groups, has been observed in laboratory. That finding supports the proposal that coupled reactions Fe 2+ \(\rightarrow\) Fe 3+ and (OH)– \(\rightarrow\) O2– accompany the transformation.

The characterization of caryochroite largely benefited from the modular (Ferraris et al. 2004) classification of the heterophyllosilicates (Ferraris et al. 1996, 1997) and the capability of infrared spectra of revealing common structural features that occur in different minerals (Chukanov 1995). The discovery of caryochroite shows that the number of mineral species with a crystal structure based on a nafertisite-type HOH layer may well expand, even if the poor crystallinity of these minerals will hinder their identification.

The hydrothermally altered Elpiditovyi pegmatite shows outstanding examples of association between bitumen and microporous titanoo- and zirconosilicates in alkaline hydrothermally modified rocks (Chukanov et al. 2005). As discussed by Chukanov & Pekov (2005) and Pekov & Chukanov (2005) for similar cases, caryochroite and elpidite may have acted as catalysts by facilitating the conversion of low-weight organic compounds to bitumen. This aspect may lead

![Mössbauer spectrum of caryochroite. The separations between the components of the Fe 3+ (two) and Fe 2+ (one) doublets used to fit the experimental data are shown at the top. Horizontal and vertical axes show velocity (mm/s) and relative transmission, respectively.](image)

**TABLE 1. CHEMICAL DATA FOR CARYOCHROITE**

| FeO | \(32.31^*\) |
| TiO | \(7.47\) |
| AlO | \(0.66\) |
| MgO | \(2.32\) |
| CaO | \(1.15\) |
| SO | \(3.21\) |
| MnO | \(2.98\) |
| FeO | \(32.31^*\) |
| FeO | \(30.21 \sim 30.90^*\) |
| Na2O | \(1.84\) |
| K2O | \(0.61\) |
| H2O | \(9.17^{**}\) |
| Total | \(98.27\) |

* Proportion of FeO and FeO according to results of wet-chemical analysis; the range gives pertains to the amount of FeO measured with an electron microprobe.

** Chemical data for caryochroite.**
to technological applications of these mineral phases whose structures show cavities and channels (pores) that are surrounded by different kinds of coordination polyhedra. These heteropolyhedral structures attract increasing attention for their properties similar to those of the zeolites where, instead, the pores are embedded in a framework of tetrahedra only (cf. Ferraris & Merlino 2005).
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